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Vodaphone doubles success for Hitchin Priory’s
Charity Family Fun Day

Vodaphone has come to the aid of
Keech Hospice Care for Children by
doubling the money raised at the
charity Family Fun Day recently held at
Hitchin Priory.

The special Father’s Day even was the
brainchild Hitchin Priory’s head chef
Stephen

Hepworth

and

Keech

Hospice’s Sandra Luff. The idea was to
create a day that would appeal to Dad’s and families alike, but would also generate funds to
help support the leading local children’s charity.

After much fun playing with Segway personal transporters, carousels and bouncy castles, all
were able to enjoy a wide range of delicious refreshments, freshly prepared by Hitchin
Priory’s head chef, Stephen Hepworth and his catering team. Most of the activities and
refreshments were donated by local businesses.

Stephen commented “We are very grateful to all our local suppliers and businesses who
provided their products free of charge and donated tombola and auction prizes which all
helped to swell the coffers. Their generosity meant that we made a profit of about £600 on
the day and Vodaphone’s offer to match the money we raised was real icing on the cake.
The £1200 will go a long way to provide support for local children suffering with a life-limiting
condition and enjoy a better quality of life.”
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Sponsors for the event
Sliced bread by ALLIED BAKERIES
Cakes and sundries by GREGGS BAKERS
Danish pastries by DELI FRANCE
Cold meats by GODDENS BUTCHERS
Strawberries, cream cheese and spread by 3663
Segways by DYNAMIC EVENTS
Disco by GLOBAL HIRE
Raffle and tombola prizes by BLUE PRINT DESIGN
Hair products by SWAZKKOFF
Hamper by UNILVER FOODS
Chocolates by TOWN AND COUNTRY
ZIZZIS RESTAURANT
STRADA RESTAURANT
PIZZA EXPRESS
HR HOLMES MENS CLOTHING

More about Chartridge Conference Company
The Chartridge Conference Company runs and manages Hitchin Priory, The Node at Codicote and
three other dedicated conference and meeting venues located in the Home Counties and West
Midlands. All CCC venues are set in out-of-the-ordinary locations that provide the perfect secluded
environment for meetings. All venues provide the highest standards of fully equipped training facilities
in rooms that are bright, inviting and adaptable with on-site technical support. Superb food is created
with care and flair by dedicated chefs, and when the learning is over, delegates can relax in style in
beautiful and peaceful surroundings. The ethos of CCC is to successfully combine total
professionalism, excellent value in a friendly relaxing environment. CCC is a member of MIA and
Conference Centres of Excellence.
For further information about Chartridge Conference Company visit www.chartridge.co.uk
For further quotes contact Peter Darnell, managing director, Chartridge Conference Company
For further quotes or media information contact Colin Caldicott, Ultimedia Public Relations
Tel: 01767 601470
E-mail: colin@ultimediapr.co.uk

